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INTRODUCTION 
Whether you are from North Vancouver or from out of town, the Shipyard development is new to 
all. With many shops, restaurants, and events taking place; it can be challenging to keep up with 
what is going on and easy to miss out. Even if you know the sights and shops of the area, do 
you know how it came to be and the history behind the Shipyards? Our goal is to help spread 
this information in a fun and interactive way. That being said, we are asking you, the City of 
North Vancouver, to select us in order to install a digital interactive information board within the 
Shipyards. This can help locals and tourists familiarize themselves with the history of the space, 
where they are, what there is to do, and how to get where they want to go. The board would 
include a map of the area, businesses and services within walking distance, upcoming 
events/markets/festivals, as well as the history of the area.  

The digital interactive board will be located in the heart of the Shipyards below the crane. The 
information board’s physical appearance is thought to creatively incorporate the industrial, 
nautical aesthetic of the Shipyards through the usage of recycled ship parts, which gives it the 
opportunity to stand out in an already beautiful location. The project would include two benches 
and be covered from the rain to provide a shelter for people to stand or sit under. The entire 
development process is broken up into a 12-week timeline, which is then broken into three 
phases. The first phase being conception, followed by creation, and implementation. The project 
is budgeted to cost approximately $12,500 for the initial installment followed by month payments 
of $225 for the interactive program. In this proposal you will find a detailed background history of 
the location, our rationale behind the project, expected deliverables from the installation, the 
vision, mission, and objectives of the project, a stakeholder analysis, our action plan, a realistic 
timeline and budget. 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
Referring to the SWOT analysis in Appendix A, we have assessed a number of primary 
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats from the implementation of a digital interactive 
information board. From this assessment, we have determined that the strengths and 
opportunities far outweigh the weaknesses and threats. Many of the listed strengths were 
identified as improvements in the Roving Ambassador & Shipyard Pals Survey (2018), in a 
November site visit, and in the stakeholder analysis (Appendix C). They have all since then 
been incorporated into this project and will be further explained in following sections. 
Additionally, opportunities offer new ideas for improvements and modifications to further 
increase the value of Shipyards and the interactive information board; for example, assistance 
for visually/hearing impaired individuals, different languages, and possible off-grid energy 
inclusion (solar). Despite the overall positivity towards this idea, there are still lingering threats 
and weaknesses that need to be addressed. Of these, the most compelling arguments target 
the information board’s effectiveness due to its limited scope (only being one unit), central 
location (away from entry/exit points), and redundancy when most people own smart phones. 
These are fair arguments; however, the idea is to implement one unit at launch to minimize 
costs and the central location is thought to provide more engagement since it will be located in a 
high trafficked area. In terms of personal smart phones, it is true that visitors could look up 
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information prior to arrival or without the usage of the interactive information board. Yet, 
according to the Roving Ambassador & Shipyard Pals Survey (2018), it seems that people are 
not doing that; some of the most notable improvements highlighted in this survey was the 
inclusion of accessible Shipyards history, site information, directions, histories and sense of 
community. The Digital Interactive Information Board has set out to include these. 

DESCRIPTION & RATIONALE 
The digital interactive board will be located at the heart of the Shipyards - right near the well-
known crane. We want to intertwine the modern idea of a digital kiosk whilst also keeping the 
industrial, nautical aesthetic of the Shipyards alive. Therefore, the board would be functional yet 
also visually appealing - a practical art piece. The exact specifications are flexible at this point, 
but some ideas could be: to have the frame of the kiosk made with repurposed steel from the 
Shipyards, to have it look like a ship, to keep the colours schemes the same red and yellow as 
already existing in the Shipyards, etc. Ideally, it has the potential to run on solar power. The 
digital board will also be covered, providing an open-aired shelter. A security camera will also be 
installed. The kiosk itself would contain a variety of interactive features including:  

• An interactive map of the Shipyards, highlighting the restaurants, shops, and property 
features. 

• A tab where people can learn about the history of the Shipyards, as well as old photos 
and archives from the neighbourhood  

• A “notice board” telling of all upcoming events, markets, festivals, etc. 
• A photo option where people can take selfies and email the photo to themselves 

#theshipyards  
• Around the digital kiosk itself would be benches as the area is optimal for sitting based 

on the flow of pedestrian traffic.  

We believe this project is rational and will be a success for several reasons. Firstly, there is 
nothing like this in the Shipyards area as of yet. It would be a fresh installment to the area that 
people could be excited about. The timing is ideal because the Shipyards is still in the early 
stages of development, and an interactive information board about the new area would fit in 
perfectly.  

Secondly, interactive boards seem to be a practical upward trend. Many malls and shopping 
areas are having them implemented and they are becoming more common. One day it may 
almost be expected for areas such as these to have them, so this board would likely be a good 
investment for the Shipyards. However, they are also new enough that we believe many people 
would be intrigued and enjoy playing around and exploring all there is to see, do, and learn 
about the Shipyards. It would set the Shipyards apart and help people remember their time 
there.  

Thirdly, as written up in more detail below, many of the stakeholders in the Shipyards believe 
this is a great idea. They understand the area well and what customers, visitors, locals, and 
tourists want, they foresee this project being beneficial to both the area and their local 
businesses. A common theme that ran through nearly all of the interviewed stakeholders were 
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that people constantly came into their businesses to ask where things were. Whether that was 
another shop, a cafe, the hotel, or more, people are lost. This proves the need for some kind of 
directional guidance; and our interactive kiosk would provide exactly that. 

DELIVERABLES 
This proposal is for the implementation of a permanent digital interactive information board 
which would display site information, events, history and a Shipyards map; the information 
board will be located near the crane. This is a central location within the Shipyards that sees 
high visitor traffic, beautiful views of the Vancouver city skyline and a need for engagement. 

The reasoning behind the interactive information board is from the current lack of accessible 
Shipyards history, site information, directions and sense of community; as mentioned before, 
these issues were outlined during our site visit and in the Roving Ambassador & Shipyard Pals 
Survey (2018). An interactive information board has the potential to highlight places of interest, 
historical events, create a sense of community, and increase visitor footfall in all Shipyard 
businesses. Regarding history, the Lonsdale Shipyards played a role in The Second World War; 
it acted as a major shipyard for building many of the Canadian Victory ships while also 
establishing itself as an important producer of skillful workmanship (City of North Vancouver, 
n.d.). Although it has now shifted into a new public space, it is important for locals and visitors to 
understand how it got there and why so many buildings and public art pieces still incorporate 
this maritime history. 

As of 2015, the Night Market had estimated at nightly attendance of 3,000 people and the 
summer concerts had an attendance estimated at 800-1000 people (City of North Vancouver, 
2015). Many of the locals and visitors that attended these events in 2018, identified the issues 
mentioned by the Rover Ambassador and Shipyard Pals Survey (2018); therefore, it is very 
likely that the interactive information board would see significant public interaction. 

Ideally, funding for the interactive information board would be provided through North 
Vancouver Recreation and Culture grants, Lower Lonsdale Business and Improvement Area 
funding or through other government grants such as the Government of Canada - Culture, 
History & Sport Funding. Since this is a permanent structure/service, there will be continuous 
operating and maintenance expenses. These expenses are expected to be paid through 
advertising revenue and rent revenue generated through events and venues. 

City Digital, based in Vancouver, BC, is a full service dynamic digital signage solution provider. 
Their products and services include commercial grade digital signage screens, cloud digital sign 
management software, interactive touch kiosks, and more. Tracey contacted this company for 
an initial quote. For a 50-inch interactive kiosk screen, costs will be $4,500; the screen can be 
updated over the internet for a small monthly license fee. City Digital can also set up a plan to 
do the updates when required. Tracey also received a quote of between $8,000 to $25,000 from 
North Vancouver-based Hardings Steel Company for the metal/steal frame and canopy (this 
does not contain recycled steal from ships). 

For more information on the budget, please refer to Appendix B. 
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VISION, MISSION, OBJECTIVES 
Our vision is to have a commonplace where all can easily access Shipyards information, history, 
and directions, and to create an awareness for all Shipyards has to offer on property, including 
events and markets.  

Our mission is to create and maintain this commonplace by first implementing an artistic, digital 
information board and then updating it to accurately reflect and display all the shops, 
restaurants, cafes, events, festivals, markets, and all other happenings at the Shipyards. We 
strive to create an approachable and welcoming atmosphere for locals and visitors alike.   

Objectives include: 

• Increase attendance of the Shipyards and the profitability of the surrounding businesses. 
• Create a place for all to gather information and virtually explore the Shipyards. 
• Implement this modern board while keeping the industrial aesthetic of the Shipyards. 
• Have the information board to satisfy and exceed the visitor’s needs. 

STAKEHOLDER ANALYSIS 
After speaking with a variety of key stakeholders, it has become clear that all are in agreeance 
that the Shipyards space could use a tool such as ours to better create a more unified and 
coherent space. The stakeholders included in our interviews were: Sam Solis, a floral shop 
owner located at the foot of Lonsdale Ave; Martina, the Manager of Café Artigiano, located 
within the Shipyards; Charlotte, an employee at Unity Clothing Inc., located at the foot of 
Lonsdale Ave; Terry Hood, a representative from the North Vancouver Museum and Archives; 
and Ian Widgery, the owner of Welcome Parlour Ice Cream at the Shipyards. Individuals 
ranging from different levels of stakeholders all had similar inputs. A consistent theme was that 
any help to promote the area and grow local businesses would be well received. Nearly all 
interviewed stakeholders highlighted the fact that people often entered their establishment 
because they were lost and needed directions to hidden businesses tucked away within the 
Shipyards. Many were also surprised by how little the locals or tourists they came across knew 
around the heritage and history of the area. Some themselves weren’t familiar with the history of 
the area. Key recommendations included maps for a better comprehension of what is available 
to the public, seating, security, history, and highlighting local business; all of which we have 
included in this proposal. To view stakeholder interviews, please refer to Appendix C. 

ACTION PLAN & TIMELINE 
Supposing that this project was accepted by the City of North Vancouver and a funding plan 
was established, a theoretical, 12-week Gantt chart has been created in order to illustrate the 
amount of time and steps needed for the interactive information board to be fully implemented 
within the Shipyards. To follow along and view the Gantt chart, please refer to Appendix D. 15 
steps were identified over the 12-week process; steps were then labelled under one of three 
phases to further simplify the stages of the project.  
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During phase one (Conception), a team is put together and duties are assigned to associates. 
Throughout this four to five-week period, a strategic plan is developed, the budget is identified, 
physical materials (such as recycled steel from ship parts) are assessed and surveyed, 
stakeholders are involved in decision-making, third-party expertise contracts written up, and 
partnerships are created.  

In the second phase (Creation), designs and specifications for internal and external 
functions/materials are developed and sent to third-party manufacturers. At this time, the 
chosen site prepared for implementation (electrical work, area clearance, etc.). 

The last phase (Implementation), sees the assembly and set up of the interactive information 
board and grand opening for public usage. 

CONCLUSION 
The goal of this digital interactive information board is to address the specific needs identified 
from interviewed stakeholders, in the November site visit, and in the Roving Ambassador and 
Shipyard Pals Survey (2018). As explained earlier, this was more site information, events, 
histories, directions, and sense of community. The information board can deliver on these 
much-needed improvements and has the opportunity to seamlessly add new features if need 
be.  
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APPENDICES 
APPENDIX A – SWOT ANALYSIS 

Strengths:  

• Easy for people to locate and adapt 
to. 

• Convenient maintenance (updates 
and real-time events can be changed 
remotely) 

• Digital space allows more room for 
ads and features than traditional 
maps. 

• Contains lots information and features 
that are not available at this time 
(history, events, etc.) 

• Has the potential to satisfy a vast 
majority of local stakeholders It 

• Provides secondary benefits: 
identifiable landmark, shelter and 
seating. 

• Creates visitor engagement. 
• Adds aesthetic value. 

Weaknesses: 

• Not an original idea or concept. 
• Only one information board at launch 
• Not located at entry/exit points, so 

some visitors might miss it. 
• Might create a pedestrian traffic jam 

during busy events. 
• Expensive. 

 

Opportunities: 

• Easy to change programming or add 
new features.  

• Continuous learning tool. 
• Local artists could incorporate public 

art around it 
• Could assist visually or auditory 

impaired individuals.  
• Additional languages 
• Designs have the possibility to 

incorporate off-grid solar energy. 

Threats: 

• Technological innovation may make it 
redundant  

• Most people could find listed 
information on smart phones, 
computers, or tablets. 
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APPENDIX B – BUDGET 

 

Funding/Grants: 

• City of North Vancouver, Lower 
Lonsdale Business and Improvement 
Area funding 

• North Vancouver Recreation and 
Culture grants. 

• Rent and revenue from events. 

Expenses: 

Interactive monitor unit   $        4500 
(City Digital Quote) 

Frame and Canopy         $        8000 
(Hardings Steel Company Quote) 

 

Total                                $     12,500    

Monthly hardware costs             225  

Some additional costs were impossible to find 
due to the scope of this proposal: frame 
details, specifications, labour, assembly, etc. 
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APPENDIX C – STAKEHOLDER INTERVIEWS AND THANK YOU EMAILS 

On November 26th, Sam Solis the owner of Sam Solis Florist located at 18 Lonsdale Avenue, 
North Vancouver took the time to speak with Sam. Upon introducing herself Sam mentioned 
that he used to be a teacher at Capilano University himself years ago when they offered a 
continued studies program for floral arrangements. Being that his business is just steps away 
from the Shipyards, Sam was delighted by the idea of having his business included in the 
digital interactive information board. He noted that he has been in this location for the past six 
years and there have been many changes both positive and negative. There is an increase in 
foot traffic but didn’t necessarily mean increased business. He mentioned that anything to 
help spread the word around what they offer is appreciated and would be well received by 
him and most likely the surrounding businesses as well. He also outlined that he has had 
tourists and locals looking for directions to other businesses around the shipyard area as 
some are hidden and can be difficult to find. Most importantly, this important local business 
owner and stakeholder was in favor of being included in the project.  

 

On November 26th, Sam spoke with Charlotte, an employee who works at Unity Clothing Inc. 
Charlotte loved the idea of a digital interactive information board, particularly if it was located 
in the heart of the Shipyards. Her rationale behind this was because she is continuously 
asked on a daily basis where some of the hidden businesses were located. Many times, they 
have come from a central location within the Shipyards, like the crane and travelled to 
Lonsdale Ave to get further directions, particularly for the Seaside Hotel and Larry’s Market. 
She emphasized that people are getting turned around and some are missing really key 
pieces to the great space they’ve created. Overall, Charlotte was interested in if this would 
become an actionable plan in order for her to be able to direct customers to a good 
information source since she herself was not particularly familiar with the space either.  
On November 25th, Victoria was able to interview Martina, manager at Café Artigiano. The 
quaint cafe is located directly in the shipyards with a beautiful and largely unobstructed view 
of the waterfront and downtown Vancouver. Despite being tucked away in the Shipyards 
during this quiet winter season, the cafe jostling with people grabbing their morning coffee. 
Victoria had the opportunity to speak to the manager Martina about the possibility of a digital 
information board. She was supportive of this idea and thought it was a good idea. Although 
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she didn’t know how big of an impact it would have on her own business, she truly believed it 
would benefit the other businesses in the Shipyards greatly. One of the biggest things she 
mentioned is that every single day, people come into the cafe and ask her questions about 
where other businesses are. She would like to see an information board put up because she 
knows that many people need direction around that area, and it can be bothersome having to 
provide those directions to multiple people every day. When asked if she would like her 
business to be included on the board, she said yes but she would need to ask her higher up 
boss first. 

On November 27th, Terry Hood, representing as a stakeholder for the North Vancouver 
Museum and Archives, was contacted by Alex via email. In the email, details on the proposal 
for the interactive information board were made clear. Terry acknowledged that the interactive 
board has some real merit and that the proposal presented an excellent initial overview of the 
potential project. However, Terry also provided lots of recommendations to further add value 
to this idea: optimal siting based on pedestrian traffic, number of monitors needed, more 
partnerships, inclusion of archival/neighbourhood photos, and security. These 
recommendations were taken into consideration and were appropriately added to the 
proposal. Other than that, Terry was onboard for this idea. 

 
 

On 27th November 2019, Tracey interviewed Ian Widgery the owner of Welcome Parlour Ice 
Cream at the Shipyards. Ian explained he also owns another Welcome Parlour Ice Cream 
shop in a heritage building in Lonsdale, and this is where is was approached by members 
from the Shipyards project and asked if he would like to open another Welcome Parlour Ice 
Cream shop at the New Shipyards. When Tracey entered the shop, she was amazed by the 
deco, as the floors looked rustic and there was an old-fashioned photo in the background 
behind the counter. There was also an old-fashioned style till. Ian explained that the 
photograph was of Lonsdale in 1909. He also explained that the flooring was from Mount 
Seymour. Speaking to Ian, Tracey could sense a true passion for heritage and culture and 
keeping the memories and information alive. When Tracey explained what the idea for our 
project, he was supportive of this and said that he could also see tourists wanting other 
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information; for example, flight details. Ian also suggested if we could have a screen where 
someone could click on and see an offer code, which they could use in one of the shops or 
businesses nearby. Ian said that he believes an interactive notice board is needed in this 
area, as he has had customers going into his shop asking to be checked in as they thought it 
was part of the new hotel. When asked if he would like is information on the board, he said 
yes as it would help his business and other businesses in the area. He went on to say that 
most of the shops in this area are being run by locals and any way to promote them is a great 
idea. 
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APPENDIX D – GANTT CHART 

 
 


